
PRODUCT CATALOGUE

For Kindergartens, Child Care Centres and 

Family Day Care Providers



My name is Marie Kullenberg and I am the MK in MK Nordika. I'm from Sweden and living in Jan Juc,

along the beautiful Great Ocean Road in Victoria.

MK Nordika is an Australian based company selling high quality and stylish Scandinavian designed

Rainwear for Women, Men and Children.

There is vast and consistent scientific evidence that demonstrates how children benefit in so many

ways when they have regular opportunities to play outdoors in all seasons. Being nature boosts

immunity, stimulates the imagination, encourages problem solving and promotes physical activity.

I grew up attending a "Forest Kindergarten" in Sweden where no matter what the weather, we were

encouraged to play, explore and learn outdoors. We wore well made, comfortable rainwear which

kept us warm and dry.

I now sell the same Scandinavian Rainwear in Australia and so far over 300 Kindergartens, Child

Care Centres and Family Day Care Providers across the country have purchased these unique Rain

Sets, embracing the possibilities of giving children the opportunity to play outdoors in all weather.

These great products protect the clothing, keeping children clean, warm and dry. The material is soft,

lightweight and incredibly comfortable to wear. Our products are also made to last. The durability of

each item means it will survive the weather, so you can enjoy many seasons of outdoor adventure

with the same trusty, well made shoes and clothing. They are created without the use of any animal

products and we proudly back our cruelty-free and sustainable designs.

Australia is a beautiful country and with appropriate clothing you can enjoy the great Australian

outdoors in all kinds of weather.

"There is no bad weather, only bad clothing."



CHILDREN'S RANGE

Unique, light weight, PVC-free

Fabric: Coating 100% Polyurethane; Shell 100% Polyester

Adjustable and elasticised braces

Reflective

Elasticised hems and foot straps

Detachable hood

Machine washable

Our waterproof Elka Rain Sets from Denmanrk consist of jacket and pants and

portects against mud, puddles, wet playground equipment and dewy grass. The

perfect outdoor gear for any energetic outdoor activity. 



CHILDREN'S RANGE

1Y (80cm tall)

1.5Y (86cm tall)

2Y (92cm tall)

3Y (98cm tall)

Red Set: 12 months to 3 years old

Jacket and bib & brace pants

Sizes available:

4Y (104cm tall)

5Y (110cm tall)

6Y (116cm tall)

8Y (128cm tall)

10Y (140cm tall)

12Y (152cm tall)

Red Set: 4 years old to 12 years old

Jacket and waist pants

Sizes available:



CHILDREN'S RANGE

1Y (80cm tall)

1.5Y (86cm tall)

2Y (92cm tall)

3Y (98cm tall)

Navy Set: 12 months to 3 years old

Jacket and bib & brace pants

Sizes available:

4Y (104cm tall)

5Y (110cm tall)

6Y (116cm tall)

8Y (128cm tall)

10Y (140cm tall)

12Y (152cm tall)

Navy Set: 4 years old to 12 years old

Jacket and waist pants

Sizes available:



CHILDREN'S RANGE

1Y (80cm tall)

1.5Y (86cm tall)

2Y (92cm tall)

3Y (98cm tall)

Black Set: 12 months to 3 years old

Jacket and bib & brace pants

Sizes available:

4Y (104cm tall)

5Y (110cm tall)

6Y (116cm tall)

8Y (128cm tall)

10Y (140cm tall)

12Y (152cm tall)

Black Set: 4 years old to 12 years old

Jacket and waist pants

Sizes available:



CHILDREN'S RANGE

1Y
2Y
3Y
4Y
6Y

Elka Bib & Brace Rain Pants
- 220g Polyester/Nylon

Sizes available:

1Y
2Y
3Y
4Y
6Y

Elka Waist Rain Pants
- 220g Polyester/Nylon

Sizes available:
8Y
10Y
12Y
14Y
16Y

Available in Red, Navy and Black 

Available in Red, Navy and Black



CHILDREN'S RANGE

1Y (80cm tall)

2Y (92cm tall)

3Y (98cm tall)

4Y (104cm tall)

6Y (116 cm tall)

8Y (128cm tall)

10Y (140cm tall)

12Y (152cm tall)

14Y (164cm tall)

16Y (176cm tall)

Elka Rain Jackets

- 220g Polyester/Nylon

Sizes available:

Available in Navy, Black and Red



CHILDREN'S RANGE

Unique, light weight, PVC-free

All seams welded

Bounded tricot inside

Detachable hood

Fixed suspenders

Reflective

3/4 length body cover

100% waterproof and windproof

Fabric: Coating 100% Polyurethane;

Shell 100% Polyester

4way stitch

Underfoot loop

Machine washable



CHILDREN'S RANGE

1Y (80cm tall)

1.5Y to 2Y (90cm tall)

3Y to 4Y (100cm tall)

4Y to 5Y (110cm tall)

6Y to 7Y (120cm tall)

7Y to 8Y (130cm tall)

9Y to 10Y (140cm tall)

Sizes available:

High waist with elastic, adjustable suspenders

Buttons on both sides for adjustable width and an

enhanced fit

Visible reflectives around both legs for safety

Didriksons Plaskeman Pants in Galon®, are perfect for

any weather.

The waterproof and windproof material keeps kids dry at

all times.

Available in Navy, Poppy Red and Yellow



CHILDREN'S RANGE

Soft, hard-wearing polyester

Waterproof and windproof

Free from any harmful substances (Oeko-Tex, Standard 100 certified)

One size - 64cm from waist to toe

Children love to explore and play - especially in the sand box, at the

beach and on the lawn. A small child with no shoes on rarely gets the

chance to play around without their feet getting wet or cold. Wearing a

pair of Danish Vogelein crawler pants, even small children can get out

of the pram and off the rug to explore the sand and grass.

Available in Navy and Red



ADULT RANGE

Elka Adult Rain Sets are made out of 100% polyester. The fabric is lightweight

and PVC free. It is the perfect outdoor wear for adults involved in Bush

Kindergartens, Playgroups or any outdoor activity.

Whether you are sitting on wet grass with kids, or riding a scooter to work, these

Adult waterproof rain sets will keep you dry. Great for gardening when the ground

is wet, or watching Saturday sports.

Zipper and storm flap with press buttons

2 pockets with flap

Hidden/adjustable hood

Reinforced welded seams on pressure points

Adjustable lower hem

Press buttons in leg

Elasticated waist

Jacket:

Trousers:

Sizes: XS - 3XL

Available in Navy, Black, Olive



ADULT RANGE



TESTIMONIALS

The Scandinavian rainwear has been fantastic for our indoor/outdoor kindergarten
program. The children look great in their shiny red suits and have tested the rainwear out
time and time again! Educators are pleased with the rainwear's durability and simplicity!
Very easy to clean, the clip buttons make it manageable for children to independently
dress themselves and the elastic foot inserts ensure those little feet stay dry.

                         - Jenny, Swan Hill South Kindergarten, Victoria

Westgarth Kindergarten uses Scandinavian Rain Wear for its Bush Kinder sessions.
Come rain, hail or shine the kids are out playing in nature...with their bright red rain suits.
Marie was extremely accommodating when it came to viewing sizes and ordering the
rain gear. She even dropped them off to my house! Thank you Marie for a great product
and service.

           - Westgarth Kindergarten, Victoria

Scandinavian Rain Wear has meant our kinder children can play outside in all elements.
The children particularly love being able to go down the slide when it's raining. No more
wet bottoms!

           - Jocelyn, Hastings Preschool, Victoria

We purchased full sets of Scandinavian rain wear for our Centre's Bush Kinder program.
The outfits are extremely durable, warm and most importantly weather proof for our
children as they explore the environment and seasons around them. The rain wear has
also proved easy to wash,d ry and maintain.

           - Joshua Newlands, Buckets Early Learning Centre, Victoria



www.mknordika.com.au
marie@mknordika.com.au

0410 914 446
 

www.facebook.com/MKNORDIKA
instagram.com/mknordika

Leitchville Kindergarten,
Victoria


